THE POLITICS OF HISTORY: RUSSIAN AND POLISH VERSIONS
Moscow, May 11-13, 2013

DRAFT 16.04.2013
(Russian/Polish simultaneous translation)

MAY 11, Saturday
(Address: “Memorial” Society, Karetnyj riad, 5/10)

9.30 – 10.00 Registration of participants

10.00 – 10.15 Welcoming and introductory remarks by Irina Savelieva, Jerzy Axer, and Irina Scherbakova.


Moderators: Adam D. Rotfeld, Alexey Vasilyev

- Petr Stegni (Topic to be submitted)
- Sławomir Dębski “Historical politics and memory”
- Tatyana Filippova “The unity of fate: A historical footwork for the national self-consciousness and the historization of politics in contemporary Russia”

Discussion

13.30 – 14.45 LUNCH

14.45 – 18.00 PANEL II: The politics of history in Russia and Poland compared: the goals, the means, the effects.

Moderators: Jan Kieniewicz, Irina Savelieva

- Włodzimierz Borodziej “Poland and Germany: a useful point for reference?”
- Mikhail Dmitriev “East Europe or Eastern Central Europe? Cultural boundaries as a subject matter of historical policies and historical research in Poland and Russia”

15.45 – 16.00 Coffee break

- Włodzimierz Marciniak “Transformation in Poland and Russia. Similarities and differences”
- Lyudmila Hut “Historiographic practices of historical policies”

Discussion

19.00 – 20.30 Banquet
MAY 12, Sunday
(Address: “Memorial” Society, Karetnyj riad, 5/10)

10.00 – 13.15   PANEL III: The Politics of history in Poland and Russia: the decision-making process and the public perception.

   Moderators: Adam D. Rotfeld, Mikhail Dmitriev

   - Galina Zvereva “Socio-cultural know-hows of historical policy production and consumption in modern Russian mass media”
   - Jan Ciechanowski “The politics of history of the Polish Government regarding World War II and the Cold War”

11.0 – 11.15   Coffee break

   - Inessa Jażborowska “Poland-Russia: historical consciousness, identification and historical policy”
   - Mariusz Wołos “The Polish and Russian historical studies and influence on media and public opinion”
   - Natalya Kolyagina “Moscow monuments as a case of municipal historical policy”

   Discussion

13.15 – 14.30   LUNCH

14.30 – 18.15   PANEL IV: The key themes in the politics of history: comparing USSR/Russia and Poland.

   Moderators: Władysław Stępniak, Galina Zvereva

   - Alexey Vasilyev “Parallel ‘lieux de memoire’ in Russian and Polish historical policy and identity construction processes (Peter the Great's reforms / partitions of Poland)”
   - Hieronim Grala “The Pitfalls of historical memory – Polish-Russian Dispute About the Past”.

15.30 – 15.45   Coffee break

   - Pavel Uvarov “Jubilees of Russian cities as cases of historical policy” (TBC)
   - Andrey Korenevsky "Византийское наследие России: историография мифа"
   - Taras Finikov “Transformation of National Educational Systems: Demands or Following the Global Trends”

   Discussion
MAY 13, Monday
(Address: “Memorial” Society. Karetnyj riad, 5/10)

11.00 – 14.15  **PANEL V: Archives, studies and education.**

**Moderators: Jerzy Axer, Alexandr Kamenski**
- Albin Głowacki “Access to Russian Archives and Its Role in Solving Difficult Matters in the History of Polish-Soviet Relations”.
- Władysław Stępniak “Standarts for access to archival materials”

12.30 – 13.00  Coffee Break

- Mariusz Wołos “II Polish Republic in the Light of Soviet Diplomatic Documents”.
- Elena Vishlenkova “The archive policy of the Russian Ministry of Popular Education in the nineteenth century”

Discussion

14.15 - 15.30  LUNCH

15.30 – 18.00  **ROUND TABLE: What issues are today’s students in Eastern Europe concerned about as regards politics of history?**

**Moderators: Robert A. Sucharski, Kirill Levinson**
**Statements: Oleg Morozov, Dmitry Dobrovolsky, Irina Scherbakova, Anton Verevkin, Jan Ciechanowski, Hieronim Grala, Mateusz Komorowski, Maciej Pisz**

19.00 – 21.00  Business dinner

***

May 14-15

Workshop – visiting program